A multi-body flight simulation for the Mars Smart Lander has been developed that includes six degree-offreedom rigid-body models for both the supersonicallydeployed and subsonically-deployed parachutes. This simulation is designed to be incorporated into a larger simulation of the entire entry, descent and landing (EDL) sequence. The complete end-to-end simulation will provide attitude history predictions of all bodies throughout the flight as well as loads on each of the connecting lines. Other issues such as recontact with jettisoned elements (heat shield, back shield, parachute mortar covers, etc.), design of parachute and attachment points, and desirable line properties can also be addressed readily using this simulation.
Introduction
A multi-body flight simulation for the Mars Smart Lander has been developed that includes high fidelity models for both the supersonically-deployed and subsonically-deployed parachutes. While parachute models are necessary for simulation of all Mars Landers, the Mars Smart Lander will have a capability, namely active, autonomous, on-board Hazard Detection and Avoidance (HDA) that makes the inclusion of these models even more imperative. None of the Mars Landers to date have had an active on-board HDA system. This HDA function for these earlier landers has been served by a combination of restricting the landing to "safe" sites as judged by the Mars Project Office and by "robust" lander design. Restriction of landing site places limitations on the scientific objectives that can be achieved, while robust lander design commits a large amount of mass to components which provide no added value to the mission. The Mars Smart Lander will include an active HDA designed to insure a safe touchdown even in hazardous terrain, thus allowing safe landings in areas that would be considered too dangerous for missions to date. The hazards to be avoided include rocks, craters, and large sloping terrain. The HDA system is currently envisioned to be composed of lidar and radar elements that map the local terrain and determine the location of safe landing zones. The information gathered from the sensors would be provided to the on-board guidance algorithm, which would modify the target point to avoid the detected hazards. [2, 3] . Thiswill provide thecapabilitytocreate anend-to-end simulation fromthelast trajectory correction maneuver before atmospheric entrydown totouchdown. Thissimulation will provide theattitude history predictions ofallbodies throughout theflight,which isrequired tomodel theperformance oftheHDAsubsystem. Other issues such asrecontact withjettisoned elements (heat shield, backshield, parachute mortar covers, etc.), design ofparachute andattachment points, anddesirable lineproperties canalso beaddressed readily using thissimulation.
Mission Description
The 2009 Smart Lander mission to Mars described in this report performs a direct entry at Mars. The vehicle slows itself through atmospheric drag until about Mach 2.2, at which point a supersonic parachute similar to that used for Viking and Pathfinder is deployed. The geometry of the lander with a supersonic parachute deployed is shown in figure 1. When the vehicle is further slowed to Mach 0.8, a subsonic parachute is opened. At the time the subsonic parachute is opened, the supersonic parachute is jettisoned, taking the vehicle backshell with it. After the subsonic parachute is fully deployed, the lander heatshield is jettisoned. The lander descends until its altitude is between 800 and 500 meters. At an altitude determined by the onboard guidance, the lander separates from the subsonic parachute and descends to the surface under power of its main descent engines.
Approach
The underlying simulation used for the Mars Smart Lander is the Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories II (POST II). POST II is the latest major upgrade to For the results shown in this report, damping and stiffness were both assumed to be linear. For the vertical risers, both subsonic and supersonic, the stiffness used was 60000 N/m while for the bridle lines the stiffness was 47000 N/m. The damping in the vertical risers was 600 N/m/sec, while the damping in the bridles was 470 N/m/sec.
In order to accurately target a selected site and to insure that the parachute is deployed within its structural limits, onboard guidance and control systems are used.
These guidance and control systems were modeled in the simulation. The guidance system used is one based on a calculus of variations approach and is similar to the Apollo Earth-Return Terminal guidance. The guidance algorithm is described in detail in [5] . The control system used is a phase-plane controller with each of the three axes controlled independently.
The phase-plane controller is described in [6] .
Model Validation
Inorder tovalidate themultibody capability ofPOST II withinteracting forces, aseries ofmore than35tests of increasing complexity were performed. These tests were intended toprove that thePOST II model isimplemented correctly byevaluating itsperformance on problems thatcould beverified byother means. The test cases started withasimple vertical dropfromrest ofthefullydeployed parachute andentry body and gradually increased in complexity toinclude parachute opening, non-zero initialconditions, linedeployment andother effects. ThePOST II model was compared to bothMATLAB-based andADAMS-based multidegree-of-freedom simulations. Ineach case theagreement between thesimulations was excellent. Figure 9 : Separation distance between Lander and Backshell
;hown in figure 9. This shows that the two bodies separate, move toward each other and separate again more permanently. In this case recontact between the pieces was not an issue, but a more detailed analysis is recommended to address all recontact issues.
Conclusions
A multiple rigid-body parachute simulation model for the Mars Smart Lander entry phase has been developed. The model includes dynamics caused by interacting lines in a way that is easily incorporated into an end-to-end simulation of the entry phase. The model has been used to examine a nominal trajectory from entry until the lander drops from the subsonic parachute. The loads on each of the lines connecting the various bodies were calculated and found to be less than 120 kN for each line. It was seen that the line loads closely followed the parachute drag force, as expected. The main difference between the line load and the parachute drag was due to inertial loads as the parachute was deployed. The attitude of each body was computed and seen to be reasonable for this vehicle. Finally, the separation distance between the lander and backshell was computed and it was determined that, for this case, recontact was not an issue, but further analysis is needed. 
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